Genset offer illuminating answer to dark problem

As the nights draw in, more and more of facilities require some form of outside lighting. Genset has produced a flexible, portable, stand-alone lighting tower.

The MiniTower can deliver a 50% reduction in running costs compared to conventional lighting towers. Also, its compact size means it can be used to floodlight areas previously impossible to light effectively.

The tower, available from good hire outlets, has a five metre telescopic mast which elevates the 4 x 500w halogen light cluster. The unit can be powered by a variety of generators, and is fitted with a specially enlarged fuel tank to allow extended running periods.

One of the unique features of the MiniTower is the flexibility it provides - the lighting mast is detachable, and the generator can be removed and used independently to power tools or other appliances.

For further information contact GenSet Plc on 01639 777000 or visit their web site at www.genset.co.uk.

Ship ahoy for Tildenet

Tildenet had to go full steam ahead to complete a recent contract.

They were given just 10 days to design, manufacture and install two custom made golf teaching nets on a luxury cruise liner. Tildenet Sales Manager, Lawrence Green even had to negotiate a crane driver strike at the port in Genoa, eventually man-handling the equipment into place in deck twelve. The task was completed with just one hour to go before the ship, Seven Seas Navigator, set sail on her maiden voyage.

The nets will be used by four American PGA professionals giving lessons to over 1,000 passengers paying £1,000 a day for a two-week cruise.

Greensward's one stop trailer makes loading easy

EASY-LOAD is a new trailer purpose designed for Greenkeepers and Groundsmen incorporating a number of features that, until now, have been hard to find in any single groundcare trailer.

Its widely spaced wheels give the trailer body a low centre of gravity for easy loading and excellent stability and the design also incorporates a high tipping facility enabling it to discharge its load directly into a top dressing spreader.

These benefits, at an economic cost, have long been sought after by groundcare professionals. Now they can have all these benefits in this one trailer from Greensward.

A parallel lift raises the trailer to a maximum height of 64in and a diverter valve controls the lifting and tipping of the trailer body. This high tipping position and the flow control gate, enable quick and easy loading of top dressers. The EASY-LOAD can also accurately and directly tip loads into a neatly placed heap, a feature particularly helpful for topping up golf bunkers.

The minimum tipping height is 22in. Load capacity with standard sides is two tonnes and with the tapered extension sides 3 tonnes.

Price with standard sides is £3495 and extension sides plus flow control gate cost another £300. All prices are exclusive of VAT.